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The latest quotation of sugar in New York was 3.25 for
Cuban Centrifugal 96 deg. A sale had been made there of
Brazillian sugar, 88 deg. test at 2"}c. per pound duty paid.

PLANTERS'LABOR AND SUPPLY COMPANY
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The low price of sugar and the enOl'mOllS beet crop in Ger
many and Austria are the leading topics of discussion in all
the principal sugar papers. The general belief is that there
is no chance of an immediate rise in the price.

On page 48 will be found Prof. Lyons meteorological report
for 1894. It shows that season to have been the coldest for
several years.

The State of Louisiana exempts from taxation the property
and capital employed in manufacturing within its borders.
This is neither 1110l'e nor less than a direct bounty for the
promotion of American industries.

California pa,pers state that the showing made by sugar
cane at the experimenta,l station on Roberts Island bas been
satisfactory, CLud that Johu D. Spreckels, Henry Center and
others, interested in Hawa,iian sugar cane plantations, think



it possible to grow cane successfully tliere, if some more
hardy variety than the Lahaina is introduced.

The Paradise of the Pac~fic is a monthly quarto paper, ~

published by Messrs. Hoogs and Clay, for the special purpose
of disseminating information about the Hawaiian hlands.
Since it came into their hands, it has been greatly improved,
·both in its illustrations and reading matter, which for the
most part are original. It is mailed to every principal.city
in the United States and Canada, as well as to England and
Europe.

It affords us pleasure to notice this valuable annual, which
appeared promptly at the opening of the year, this being its
twenty-first issue. Besides the usual statistics corrected to
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Hawaiian planters and agriculturists are likely to be pro
vided with all tbe laborers needed, as considerable numbers
are to arrive soon from Portugal or her colonies and also
from Japan, the latter agreeing to work at lower wages than
have ruled for some years. The Portuguese bring their
families, and will settle here permanently. The Japanese
usually return home at the expiration of their engagements,
unless they choose to renew their service contracts. This
plan of having the laboring population made up of different
nationalities is a feature which it is hoped will be kept up.
To be dependent on one nationality is undesirable and
unsafe.

The volcano of Kilauea has become inactive, after a period
of unusual activity and brilliancy, and for the past month
has displayed no tire, only smoke. It will probably not keep
quiet long. In W m. L. Green's Vestiges of the Molten Globe,
he gives a table of the eruptions of Mauna Loa, since 1823.
.The large lava flows have averaged one in every six and
a half years. The last was in January, 1887, according to
this calculation, another may be expected during this year,
and with it may return increased activity in Kilauea. At all
events, this volcano does not remain asleep very long.

---:o:--~

THRUM'S AL211ANAC FOR 1895.
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The sugar trade of the world has become demoralized
during the past few months, or since the passage of the
American tariff. But this law is not the cause of the dis
turbance. The real trouble is, there is too much sugar pro
duced-the world cannot consume it, except at lower prices
than it has heretofore been sold. It is said that granulated
beet sugar can be laid down inNew York for 3'.50, duty
(1.10 pel' pound) and all other charges paid. If this be so,
the price will ere long drop to about that figure for that
grade. Whether cane sugar can be produced of the same
grade at that price. remains to be seen. It never has been
offered at so Iowa price. and if it cannot be manufactured
and sold as cheaply as its rival, it will end in a struggle for
the survival of the fittest. The general belief is tha.t it can,
by the application of th,tt skill in cultivation and economy
in manufacture, which has attended the prodnction of beet
sugar.

B,ecent ad vices from Enrope state that the crop now being
worked up will be the hLl'gest evel' known. 'Licht places it
at 4.800,000 tons, with <1 surplus of over 900,000 for export.

the latest date, it contains several well-prepared articles on
the current history of Hawaii. Among these are the pro
ceedings relative to the establishment of the Republic, a re
view of the new constitution, a brief notice of coffee and its
cultivation here, with short articles on the volcano road,
yachting, the labor commission, the crater, Hawaii as a mis
sion center, early industrial teachings of Hawaiians, bird
hunters, stories of ancient Hawaiians, with a retrospect of
the year 1894, &c.

As one of the popular mediums for advertising Hawaii
abroad, the annual is yearly doing good service, and helps to
draw attention to these islands, concerning which too little
is known abroad. It makes a handbook worthy of a place in
the library of every man who aims to keep posted on the
political and other changes now rapidly taking place in Ha
waii.

JAN., 1895.]



In t.he Decembel' issue of this peTiodical, brief reference
was made to Mr. B. F. Dillingham's project of establishing a
sugar plantation on the dry and somewhat elevated plain,
lying between Peal'1 Harbor and the 'Waianae mountains.
Since then he has issued a pamphlet, giving the deta,ils of the
proposed enterprise, which covers an area of ten thousand
acres of rich but dry soil, suitable for cane cultivation, pro
vided a sufficient supply of water can be obtained to irrigate
the growing crops. This pamphlet covers forty pages besides
several maps, showing the location and general characteris
tics of the land proposed to be taken by the company. Full
estimates are given of the cost of the enterprise, and also of
the probable income and profit attending it, based on data
obta,ined from similar sugar plantations now established here.

The f\stimated cost of the lIew enterprise is given at
$1,800,000, which includes purchase of a portion of the land,
and also tho cost of agricultural machinery, tools, live stocl{,
railway and rolling stock, buildings of all kinds, mill ma
chinery, capable of ma,king 200 tons sngar per diem, lift

Gieseker puts it at 5,080,000 with an export surplus of ] ,160,
000 tons. Either sugar must be fOTced into consumption at
veTy low prices in Europe, or exported at equally low prices
and perhaps at a loss. In either case, pTices all over th~
world will be affected and depressed. 'rhe immediate result
will be a reduction in the amount of beet and cane sugars
this coming year, but more particularly in the former.

'rhe total sugar produced in 1894 is stated to have been
8,000,000 tons. Ten years ago it was about 5,000,000, and
twenty years ago only 3,000,000 tons. And yet its increase
has been only about in the same i'atio as cotton, wheat. oil
and wooL which have all declined in price.

Fortunately for Havvaii, our sugars are contracted for
several years to come, to be delivered at San Francisco, on
what is admitted to be the best arrangement which could be
made. Under this contract, a portion of the duty imposed
by the last tariff on foreign sllgaT inures to the benefit of the

planter.
---:0;---

PROPOSED OAHU SUGAR PLANTATION.
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tons 1,904
do 982.50
do 558
do 1,156.25
do ." 1,199.25
do 487.60

average
do
do
do
do
do
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272 acre field
131 do do

72 do do
139 do do
123 do do

46 do do

783 Acres plant cane 6,287.60 Tons.

" Notwithstanding the ]'elluLrkable yield given above, which
is the largest::! verage ever obtained on these islands, ,ye are
informed by lVlanager Lowrie that their yield frol11 the crop
of 1894 would have been fully 1000 tons more if the ca.pacity
of the mill had been such as to do the work required in five
instead of eight months, a loss of an amount eqmd to the first
cost of a large mill."

Hegarding the advantages of this sugar enterprise, the
prospectus has the following:

"1st. Aside from the great advantage of having a planta
tion easy of access, where the agents, and others interested
can yisit the scene of operation any day without being ahsent.
from Honoluln more than three hoUl's: and ,,,here. in the
event of any serious accident to maehinel'y, it C,1,n he plaeed
in ,1, machine shop in Honolulu in a, few hoUl's: t.he question
of cheap an(l quick tl'ansportation from the sugar honse at
the mill, to the vessel lying at OUl' wharf, is a consideration
of no small cOllsequenee.

pumps, pipes and flumes, cost of pntting in 2,000 acres of
cane during the first year, incidental expenses, etc. 'l'he
rental of lands leased is to be three per cent. of the returns
fo]' sugar. The tir::;t crop is estimated to yield $600,000, and
the second crop $800,000, 011 a hasis of sales at $50 per ton of
2000 pounds centrifugal sugars, delivered in San Francisco.
The yield of sugar per acre is estimated at six tons. which is
thought to he a fair one, taking as a basis the retul'lJS of Ewa
plantation fo!' 1894, which we qnote :

"'rhe follO\ving memorandum furnished by W . .T. Lo,vl'ie~
Manager of Kwa Plantation, gives the unprecedenterl yield of
sugar from pia nt cane tor their crop of 1594, which was found
to average, a:,; will be :,;een by the follo'lving figures, neaxly
8g ton:,; per acre.

!AN.,1895.]



"2nd. 'fhe possibility of being able to purchase in fee the
water right and land, on which to erect the mill and pump
jng plant, will be duly appreciated by the stockholders of all
corporatiom, whose improvements are built on "Leasehold,"
if not by those to whom this property is respeetfully offered.

"3rd. The lease proposed by this company also covers
700U acres of the tract for a term of 60 years and 3000 acres
for a term of 45 years, ,,1,n average of nearly one-fifth longer
time than was granted to three ot the largest Sugar Com
panies on these Islands.

"4th. The 10,000 acres 'herein offered is almost all smooth
land, free from rock, brush, trees, or any kind of obstruction;
and may be plowed immediately, without the usual delay
and expense amounting frol11 say $20 to $50, per acre for
clearing, a saving equal to the capitalized portion of the rent.

" 5th. The grade of the land will greatly facilitate and
reduce the cost of irrigation, and render drainage perfect, a
condition of value which cannot be overestimated, for lands
which must be watered by irrigation.

"Transportation by rail without the risk of loss or damage
by water, consequent upon inter-island carriage, and the
]mmense saving in the diffe~'ence in the rate of freight on a
plantation of the size of the one we propose to have estab
lished, will amount to $40,000 or $50,000 each year, a sum
equal to two and one-half pel' cent. of the entire capital stock
of the proposed company."

The prospectus also contains several interesting letters
from surveyors a'nel chemists, aJI bearing on the advantages of
location, and the probable success of the enterprise, if under
taken and carried into operation with ample capital. The
last two plantations which have been established here "Lre
among the most successful. These LLl'e the Ewa on this island
and the Makaweli on Kauai. Both are located on what were
dry plains of deep red volcanic soil, destitute of water, and
both have obtained their wLLter at great cost, not less than
$150,000 having heen spent for this alone by eadl estat0,
the latter obtaining its supply from mountain streams, and
the for111er from artesian wells. Both these fine estates can
increase their outeome eonsiderably by inereasing their
water supply, even to doubling their present annual yield.

'This new Plantation enterprise has the advantage of the
experien('e of its predecessors in lmowing what is wanted,
how it should he done, and the possibi lities open before it, if
the foundations are laid broad enongh and strong enough to
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"EASTERN AMERIC.AN AND FOREIGN MARKETS. We have
nothing of encouragement or special importa,nce to note con
cerning the general situation of the sugar trade, as conditions
remain much the same as last advised. Prices both in this
country and Europe-although having previ0usly reached
the lowest point ever known-have still further deelined.

JAN., 1895.]

do the work which is designed to be done. Both the plant
ations named are marvels of scientific skill in the boiling
house and in the field, and yet they are fiLl' from being per
fect. Noone ever dreamed tlmt ten tons of centrifu~al
sugar could be taken from a field of cane, as has been done,
and will be done again. Nor i8 this the limit of the outcome
of these new lands, for within five years, the yield will be
pushed up to twelve tons or more pel' acre.

'fhe Oahu plantation is based upon the possibilities open
before it, and so far as can be judged from experience, it will
prove a safe venture, startling as may be the idea of raising
water to an elevation of six hundred feet to irrigate five
thousand acres. In the irrigation of its 2500 acres of cane, it
is estimated that the Ewa plantation requires a daily supply
(If fifty millions of gallons. Then the Oahu plantation would
require for its 5000 acres of growing cane a stream pouring
out one hundred millions of gallons daily, raised to a much
higher level than is now being done at Ewa.

None but a lineal descendant of Benjamin Franldin, who
tapped the clouds and brought down thunderbolts from the
sky, would ever have ventured the proposition to irrigate
5000 acres of cane by drawing the stream from the bowels
of the earth, and then forcing it to an elevation three timeS
higher than that required to supply the million inhabitants
of Chicago with their daily wants. The scheme at first si~ht
may look visionary, but the more it i::; studied by practical
men who are not afraid to venture into a bold undertaking,
based as is this, on sound argument and successful experience,
the more they will be convinced that it is a safe and prudent
enterprise worthy of encouragement.

---:0:---
EXTRA CTS FROM WILLIAMS, DI1lIOND &: CO'S

SUGAR CIRCULAR OF DEC. 21, 1894.



The principal cause of the depression is overproduction,
which is about the same in all the countries. In addition to
the immense beet crops of Europe, which are now pressing
upon the markets of the world, there will soon be 1,000,000
tons, crop of Ou be"', for sale, besides the crops of the other
West Indies, which are all promising well. The conditions
in the United States, owing to tariff changes whereby Re
tiners claim there can be no profit for them on account of
the small margin between Raw and Refined, will also tend to
continue the depression indefinitely. Prices are fast ap
proaching a point where existence will be a struggle for life
for producel's. * * * * *

"Germany is fast waking up to the situation and will make
a desperate effort for the suga l' trade of the United States.
The Reichtag Ims discussed the proposed amendments to the
Law in Germany for the taxation of sugar in order to remove
the injuries produced on the sugar industry by the imposts
placed on German sugar by foreign Countries. Herr Paasche
said that the position of the German sugar industry was
most distressing, and that it was very important that some
thing should be done for an industry which employed 400,000
people. Danger he claimed arose from the depressed condi
tion of husbandry, the farmer, finding that his grain did not
pay, grew beets. He concluded with recommending- an in
crease in the export duty on sugar, and it was also declared
that one of the reasons for the depression in the sugar indus
try was that the United States imposed a special duty on
bounty paid sugar.

.. It is impossible to say whether our present laws regard
ing sugar will be altered, but it i[o) not probable that anything
will be dune during this session of Congress. The Secretary
of State, Gresham, has notified the Spanish government that
if they continue to discriminate against the exports from
this country to Cuba in favor of Canada, it will certainly

. invite retaliation, under the Act of 1890, agCLinst Cuban
Sugars.

"Should this policy be persned and a heavy prohibitive
duty placed on Cuban sugars, it will be a serious blow to the
'l'nlst, as the sugars of necessity will be refined elsewhere and
eventmtlly reach this country."

8 THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY. [VOL. XIV.
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• Licht's estimates.
t Willett & Gray.
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OVERPRODUCTION OF SUGAR.

CORRESPONDENCE AND SELECTIONS.

EDITOR HAWAIIAN PLANTERS' MONTHLY :-The latest reliable
figures for the 0rop of;94-'95, give for beet sugar alone, an
estimate of 904,491* tons in excess of last years production.
In view of this, the question of overproduction, its nature"
causes and effects assumes a most important bearing.

The extensive adoption of a single gold standard, conse
quent .upon the depreciation of silver or appreciation of gold,.
has doubtless done much towards lowering prices in the last
twenty-five years. Other minor causes have tended in the
same direction. Nevertheless it is quite generally conceded
that the most potent cause of the abnormal prices of today
(notably in wheat, cotton, sugar and silver) has be~n over
production.

The commissioners appointed from time to time in Great
Britain and the United States, to investigate the causes of
economic disturbances, and commercial crisis, have all given
a most prominent place to overproduction. Of its nature
David A. Wells in his" Economic Changes says, "In a certain
sense there can be no overproduction of desirable products,
so long as human wants for such products remain unsatisfied.
But it is in accordance with the most common of the world's
experiences that there is at times and places, it production of
most useful and desirable things in excess of any demand at
rem unerative prices to the producer."

The question that vitally interests every producer is the
fact that the price which the surplus will bring, determines
the price of the whole product. The surplus beil'lg difficult
to dispose of, purchasers not caring to buy in excess of the
actual demand, the price falls at a rate disproportionable
with the overproduction. For instance a surplus of 500,000t
tons of sugar (one-tentbt of the world's total output) in
'86-'87, caused a fall in prices of more than one-sixtht of the
previous years' basie, reaching a figure that was then the
lowest known, $2.48 for fa,ir refining in bond in New York.

JAN., 1895.]
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It is but fair to add that th~ same holds true in an opposite 
direction. '1'he active dema;nd incident upon a scarcity of a 
product, forces prices up at a rate all out of proportion to the 
actual deficit, as is proved by the sugar statistics of '87-'88, 
when a deficit amounting to oLlly one-twenty-fifth of the 
total output, caused a rise in prices of more than one-seventh. 
An increased demand accounted partially for this rise. 

It is, moreover, noticable that ill new countries or countries 
of few staple products, the disturbance cansed byoverproduc
tion is much more disastrous. It is felt in every direction, 
and there is nothing to counterbalance the movement. 
Whereas, if the industry of a country is diversified, a depress
ion will seldom extend along the whole line, and the variety 
of product!:; will have an eqmiJizing effect. For this reason 
alone,· if for no other every encour~.gement should be given 

... to coffee, pineappJes and other products suitable to the soil ! 
::. and climate of Hawaii. . 

But if overproduction accounts for the astonishingly low 
prices of recent years, what has been the occasion of over- , 
production itself? We have not far to look. '1'he main cause 
is to he found in the improvements and inventions for pro
duction and distribution. With improved machinery a given 
amount of labor produces and distributes, it is estimated, 
one-third more than was possible twenty years ago. But we 
must reniember that this machinery is costly, and involves 
~onstant expenditure for interest, insurance and care, whether 
it is at work or not. Hence the owner naturally desires to 
secure the greatest possible income from his outlay, and so 
works it up to its full capacity. The result is obvious. The 
cheapening effects of machinery have been most app:Lrent in 
111anufactures and transportation. To quote ag'Lln fl'om Mr. 
Wells' book for an illustration of the ehange that has been 
wrolight: ,. One skilled workman ptticl at the rate of three 
dollal's a day, and working according to ante-machine methods 
in use a few years ago, could make up three dozen pairs of 
sleeve buttons per d:-ty. Now, one boy paid five dollars a, 
week and working on the most modern machinery can make 
up nine thousand pairs in a clay." 

rl'he increase in transportation has been no less marvelous. 
Incidentally, it is worth noticing that this development of 

.. ------'~ 



costly machinery has tended to supplant the small manufac
tLll'er and producer by the large and wealthy corporations.
Centralization and combination have become necessary be
cause more economical, and also for the purpose of control
ing and limiting production, as in the case of the "Standard·r.,
Oil Trust.". . . .

This machine effect has made itself felt in agriculture as
well; most of all in those products where machinery can be
most easily used. From the Overland Monthly we learn that
the average cost of producing wheat in California is on
ranches of 1000 acres, 92~· cents; on 2000 acres 85 cents; on
6000 acres 75 cents; on 15,000 acres 60 cents; on 30,000 acres
50 cents; and on 50,000 acres 40 cents. This being due to
the fact that the larger the acreage, the more extensively
machinery can be utilized, which goes to prove the economy
of large plants.

Certain it is that overproduction has been greatest in pro
ducts where machinery is most available, and its effects have
been most severely felt in the advanced machine-using coun
tries, especially in Great Britain, and the United States.

Another factor in bringing about surplus products, has
been the ever constant. one of the passion for gain in man
kind. Quite commonly men stimulated by the profits of one
year, increase their ontput for the next, without thought as
to the future demand. rl'his motive being general, overpro
duction results.

As rega,rds sugar, still another thing musli be taken into
account; namely, the foreign bounty system. To what ex
tent each of the above factors has been influential in effecting
the present situation is of comse a matter of conjecture, for
they are so closely inter-woven. For instance, every develop
ment of machinery and each chemical improvement has made
a larger bounty available, thus giving a double impetus.

The natural result of overproduction is the curtailment of
the following year's product. This has taken place in manu
factmes, even to the extent of closing large establishments
for 10Hg periods of time, as has occmrec1 in the iron industry.
W here possible, the energy is turned in other directions that
have not suffered from the same cause. In agriculture often
a change is made in the product, or the crop is diversified

11THE PLANTERS' l\ION'fHLY.JAN., 1895.]



~an Francisco, Decem bel' 12th, 1894.
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Celery acts admirably upon the nervous system and is a
sure cure for rheumatism and neuralgia.

aT."
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which is quite possible when cereals and like products are
grown. .

But in sugar a change is well-nigh impossible, particularly
in sugar-cane, where the implements, mills and general ar
rangements are suited to one product, and to that one alone.
Hence, overproduction may occur several years in succes
sion, and can only be checked by the gradual abandonment
of the plantations producing at greatest cost. So complete
is the loss occasioned by abandonment, that it is often deemed
wise to continue for several years without profit, in the con
stant hope of better prices.

With beets the situation is a little different. For the most
part they are raised by small producers who sell them to
central factories. The former cannot stand loss in successive
years, and hence vary their product. This was illustrated by
the beet sugar output of 86-87 and 87-88. An overproduction
in the first case was followed by a curtailment the following
year to the extent of 300,000 tons, but for reasons above
stated the cane output of these years was not reduced, and in
fact was even increased by 100,000 tons.

The question that interests us all now is whether the
present low prices, ($2.18 for fair refining in bond in New
York) will cause a falling off in next year's beet product, cor
responding to that which took place in 87-88. It seems
hardly credible that they can be making money on the present
basis, and a limitation of their output is to be hoped for.
And yet we must remember that low prices in all the staple
articles of agriculture are now the rule, and the farmers may
be able to make as much by raising beets as anything else.

The latest news from Europe, is to the effect that they are
contracting to sell their beet roots for next year for 25 per
cent. less than heretofore, thus adapting their prices to the
present low basis. If this is true, it would seem to carry out
the idea expressed above, and no curtailment need be ex
pected.

12
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CONSERVATION OF HA TVAIIAN FORESTS.

JAN., 1895.]

EXTRACT FRO~r THE REPORT OF COMMISSION J. MARSDEN TO THE MINISTER OF THE

INTERIOR.

With the object of devising ways and means to arrest the
destruction of the Hamakua forests and to reforest the same,
your commissioner visited Hamakua and called a meeting of
the planters and others interested. The result was that all
the planters in the district signed a letter in which they
agreed to bear all the expense of building a fence through
the district of Hamakua, which would preserve from further
destruction a tract of country over three miles wide, by
twenty miles in length, provided arrangements were made
to devote the land within the line of the proposed fence to
the exclusive purpose of maintaining a permanent forest.
Later on the planters further agreed to undertake the work
of planting a forest on the denuded portions of land within
the proposed line. Up to the present ti me no arrangement
has been made between the planters and the representatives
of the Parker estate, who control nearly all the land (either
by lease from the government or by fee simple) on which it
is desired to preserve the forest. rrhe objection by the Park
er estate to the proposed fence is, that the fence would cut
their cattle off from the only available water supply in dry
times. rl'his water supply consists of numerous water holes
in the gulches in the lower remaining forest; formerly these
water holes extended for miles hack, but as the cattle des
troyed the forest! the water holes deprived of the protecting
shade of the trees have dried up, and it is but a question
of three or four years at most, when the remaini.ng forest
,vill be destroyed, and the present water supply for the cattle
disappear; this fact is admitted by the Manager of the
Parker Ranch.

A suggestion has been made by the planters that the
Parker estate fence the gulches containing the water holes,
so as to allow the cattle free access to the water, while
preserving the forest from clestl'uctiQn, the planters carrying
out their agreement to do all the other fencing and reforest
ing the lanel. rrhis equitable arrangement has not been
agreed to by the Trustees of the Parker es tate, they stating



that the financial affairs of the estate are in a such a condi
tion that they are not justified in making any outlay for the
purpose mentioned. Your Commissioner has urged npon
the representatives of the Hamakua plantations the a,dvisa
bility of meeting this objection by offering to assume the cost
of fencing the gulches in addition to the manka fence.
This proposition, I am assured, will meet with propel' con
sideration, as the matter is one of great moment to the
agricultural industry of Hamakua.

'1'he planting ilJtel'est of Kohala has also called the atten
tion of this Blll'eaU to the rapid deforestation of the upper
lands of that district. Your Commissioner has informed the
planters there of the action taken by the Hamakua planters,
and advised that a meeting of the planters be held to adopt
the same plan as th8,t agreed to by the Hamaklla planters,
that is, the planters to do all the fencing and the Govern
ment to set aside all the land above a certain line for forest
ry purposes.

Letters have been received from private parties on Maui,
stating the rapid destruction of the forests that is taking
place in the districts of Hamakuapoko and Kula,. It is the
intention of your Commissioner to visit Maui at an early
date and confer 'with the planter::> and land owners, on the
important question of preserving and reforesting the upper
lands of the fertile districts of Hamakuapoko and Kula.

In order to encourage the reforesting of the delil.uded Ian cls
thronghout the islands, I would suggest that the Government
furnish the necessary seeds free of charge to all persons who
will plant and care for them.

For two years in succession the districts of Hamakua and
Kohala have suffered from severe and protracted drollths,
mLUsing great loss to the sugar planters of those districts,
springs and natural reservoirs in the gulches c1iminisherl to
such an extent that water for animals and domestic use was
most difficult to procl1l'e, and in some instances water had to
be taken from Honolulu in barrels. The cause of this serious
state of things is accredited by the resident,s of those districts,
and in the opinion of your Commissioner rightly so, to the
nnrestricted roaming of cattle in the forest~ until tens of
thousands of acres of land, which 'were formerly a dense
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forest. are now but little better than a barren desert, useless
alike to the grazier and the agriculturist.

In the district of Hamakua. and South Kohala there a.re
millions of dollars invested in our staple industry, and unless
something can be done, and done immediately in order to
give some security for the future, the greater part of the
enormous capital invested will be lost, and the cultivation of
sugar in the districts of Hamakua and South 1\.ohala become
a thing of the past.

'1'he grazier too (if things are not soon changed) will suffer
a serious loss, as year by year, the wa,ter supply for cattle is
becoming scarcer and more distant. The cattle, as they
encroach on the forests, destroy all before them, causing
watel: holes and springs to dry up and disappear until soon
there will be none left. When this occurs and occur it will,
unless action is taken to prevent· it, it will be too late to
effect anything that will benfit this generation; it will then
be a difficnlt matter to do anything at all, as the people in
those districts (w hat there will be left of them) will be too
poor to assist in any plan of reforesting the country.

Now, the planters of Hamakua (~Lnc1 no doubt the planters
of South Kohala will do the same) have offered to bear all
the expenses of fencing and planting a large portion of the
deforested region, provided the Government will set apart
the land for the purpose of growing and preserving a forest
there. In the C<Lse of the Hamakua forests, the Government
has already agreed with the planters of that district to co
operate in the plan proposed for preserving and reforesting
the denuded regions, but the parties who own or lease the
forest lands, while agreeing upon the necessity of preserving
the remaining forests, object to doing that part of the work
which allo'w their cattle access to water, while keeping them
from destroying the forest, As this is a case of p)'1J bOllo
publi('o the Government should take the matter in hand, and
by the power eonferred by the law passed in 1876, entitled
•• An Act for the Protection ~Llld Preserv~Ltion of VVoods and
Forests," set apart a sufficient area of the upper lands of Ham,l,
lnm and Kolmia for the purpose of maintaining a forest.

Section 4 of this Act is as follows: •• vVhenever it shall
he neccessary to extinguish any private right or title in any
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'ECONOMY AND b'FFICIENCY IN COFFEE CULTURE.'

woods or lands required to fully carry out the intention of
this Act, the fair valuation of the same shall be determined
by referees agreed upon by and between the parties interest
ed therein, and the Minister of the Interior, and the valuation
so adjudged and determined, shall be the extreme limit of
the price to be paid by the Government for such woods and
lands, and upon making tenders of such price so determined
by the referees, it shall be lawful for the said Minister to
take possession of such woods and lands for the porpose
aforesaid."

THE MOTTO SUGGESTED IN A RECENT ISSUE OF THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

"Economy with efficiency"-is one that must be the watch
word of the coffee planter. Some of the attempts at plant
ing- coffee on Hawaii consist in setting out stumps without
proper clearing or holing, sometimes with neither, and dis
regarding- weeding- almost entirely. frhe result is, that the
plants have poor show to make a start, and before they can
get ahead they are choked out by Hilo grass. The native
shows more sense in planting under kukui trees, where at
least Hilo grass will not grow. Many of this style of planted
patches are being abandoned with the cry that "coffee plant
ing will not pay," and whatever time and trouble and money
has been expended represents only so much waste.

On the other hand, it is an industry that will not stand ex
cessive expenditure. The use of labor-saving machinery in
the field, in some districts at all events, is out of the question,
but there are many labor-saving methods, and it is in this
direction that improvements will have to be made. When
one knows just exactly what should be done, when to do it,
and how to do it, much waste would be avoided, and a dollar
saved is at any time as val uable as a dollar earned. The
ordinary methods described in books being founded mainly
on the practice in countries in which labor and supervision
is cheap, must be Improved upon here. frhe problem before
us is simply this:- To grow coffee successfully it'lllust be
properly planted, and it II/llst be kept free of weeds, and it
must be scientifically pruned. fro make it a financial success,
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these works, t,ogether with the harvesting and curing of the
crop. must be done at the least possible cost, and to attain
this end, different methods from those ordinarily in use must
be employed. I have been working on this problem for more
than a year now, and experimenting in every direction, I
thought there might. be a possibility of suceess. It is just a
little over a year now since I introduced the use of trans
planters such as we used to employ for cmchona and cocoa in
Ceylon. rrhese consist simply of two half cylinders of No. 21
galvanized iron with a hoop to slip over them. The two
halves, one at a time, are inserted, one on each side of the
plant, which is then taken up with a cylinder of soil about
its roots, and the hoop slipped on. These are put into baskets
in lots of 50, and transported to the field. At the prepared
and filled in hole, enough soil is removed by the hand, the
hoop removed, the transplanter with the plant set in, the soil
pressed in round it, and each half of the iron cylinder extract
ed separately. The plant is so little disturbed by this process
that it can be done in the hottest day without any signs of
wiltil'lg. and it has absolutely no set back, which in the or
dinary way would be represented by a time of from three to
six months. This set back is not entirely due to the injury
and disturbance the plant is subjected to. it is largely due to
actual starvation, the material in the new soil of the field not
being in a form suitable for the plant's nutrition. Now when
the transplanter is employed a considerable amount of the
thoroughly prepared soil of the nursery goes with the plant,
and this soil contains the ferments concerned in the processes
of nitrification. Now, when the plant with the cylindEr of
soil round its roots is set out in the field, the ferment works
out in all directions in advance of the roots, and converts
material into a form suitable for the rootlets to take up. It
is in fact, a case of of a little leaven leavening the whole lump.
I have convinced myself of the truth of this theory in seyeral
ways, but one experiment is conclusive. Six months ago, I
planted up some heavy, stiff Hilo grass land with six month
olel plants, and selected three rows for experiment. (1) One
row was put out with transplanters, and these already have
two pairs of primaries.· In the other two rows the roots of
the plants were ·washed and in (2) one row a lutndful of pre-
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p::tred soil was put in ·with the plant. rrhese had about two
months set back~ but are doing splendidly, and will soon have
their first pair of primaries, while the soil about their roots,
no longer stiff, is light and friable. In the remaining row (3)
the plants are still yellow, and are just beginning to send ant
a fresh pair of leaves, while the soil about their root::; is yet
hard and stiff.

I have improved upon this transplanter process and with a
very simple and efficient device have been taking up eighteen
months to two year old plants, two feet six inches to three
feet high, and transplanting them to a considerable diste:Ll1ce.
I have about 300 of such trees, set out sinCe the beginning of
the year, some of which have now a little crop on them, and
all will have g good crop next season. By this method, and
by distributing nurseries throughout the field to be planted,
I propose to save the expense of nearly two years weeding or
from $48 to $72 per acre.

Now as to wep,ding. I have three acres, which were tho
roughly weeded and mulched nine inches thick ·with dry fem
leaves, after the fashion of a dry taro patr-h. This cost a
great deal, the chief expense being the gathering and trans
port of the ferns, and it has proved a failure. Pl1alele, China
weed and O1lO-ono will grow through it and thrive on it, and
besides, the mulching is altogether unsuitable for coffee at
this elevation, as it keeps the soil too wet. It has been said
that a weed is a plant for which no use has been found, and
that it is something to be hit with R hoe. In the oJ/alis or
lCOOr! sorl'el, I have a plant for which I have found a use, and
which I carefully refrain from hitting with a hoe. You pro
bably know the little trefoil with a bright yellow flower.
"Vell, this carpets the surface thoroughly at this elevation,
and effectually prevents the growth of other \veeds to any ex
tent. It cannot possibly grow more tha,n two inches thick,
and coffee thrives well with it covering the ground.. It un
doubtedly enriches the surface soil, and it is just then that
the coffee tree mainly seeks nourishment. If this idea were
canied out from the start and onalis plcwted on the land just
after clearing, the cost of weeding would be reduced to a
mere nothing, for the biggest expense in coffee planting in
this country is the eost of weeding in the first four years.

,.
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A CENTRAL SUGAR REFINERY.
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THE. education of public opinion on any subject is not a
thing to be rashly undertaken, nor is it ~L thi ng which can
ever be very rapidly accomplished in fact the adoption of
anything like new methods is generally the result of a
system of steady evolution, rather than of a sudden inspira
tion or invention. "Ve have 10c~Llly had a great deal of
experience in this connection with the Central Sugar mills,
and the adoption of the existing methods of working them,
under the provisions of the Sugar "Vorks Guarantee Act,
ma,y be regarded as the evolution of the idea whieh found its
origin, in this colony, in the Eton and Hace Course Central
mills some years ago. The many difficulties which had to be
encountered and overcome by those \\'ho have advocated the

Afterwards, when the coffee covers the grounds weeds will
not grow freely.

rrhere has been a great deal of talk in Honolulu and else
where about the gathering of the crop, and doubts expressed
as to the possibility of doing so with the available labor force.
Such doubts are but natural when one's idea of picking is
that of a man going around with a two-gallon basket under
hiR arm and reaching overhead for a berry at a time. Tbe
idea of low t.opping-not over 4 feet a,nd planting 6 by 6-and
careful pruning is to get the crop massed within easy distance
of the waist, in front of which tbe bag or basket is suspended,
and the ripe berry stripped into it with both hands. In this
matter also I have tbe idea of an improvell1ent, which I think
'Nill nearly cJouble a man's efficiency in picking.

As to the curing of the eotree, not only must present
methods be improved upon by the introduction of machinery,
but even these improved methods must be still further mod
ified to reduce tbe cost. And it can be done. On enquiry
throughout the district, I find that at present it costs six
cents per pound to pick and cure what we are beginning to
call " native coffee." "Plantation coffee" can probably be
done for three cents. Now, I Imve an idea that it can and
ought to be done for even less than that.



central system with its various developments have had the
effect of enabling us here, to correctly estimate the value of
the disabilities which adverse commentators bring forward,
and the experience which we have gained teaches us that
provided a scheme is based on sound principles, and is ad
vocated with moderation, there would appear to be no reason
why its supporters should look forward to anything but
success, when the time is ripe for its being adopted.

It is on these grounds that we have every confidence in
in recommending to the public of this district, who are one
and all deeply interested in the question, the matter of the
desirablenei:is of taken such thought on the subject of a cen
tral sugar refinery as shall bear fruit in the not distant
future, so that certain disabilities, which we hear from time
to time brought forward to threaten the position of the farm
ers ,and others who are engaged in the business of sugar grow
ing, may be provided against in such a manner as will fur
ther strengthen the confidence which has been established in
the prospects of the great industry. We may be told that
the subject of a Central Sugar Refinery is by no means a llew
one, and we are perfectly well aware of ths fact, but never
theless we are not going to be deterred from alluding to it
because of this. We remem bel' that years ago it was men
tioned, and among those who first advocated the erection
of such an establishment was our fellow townsman, Mr.
McKenney, who has hut recently discussed the subject with
us, still maintaining its usefulness. Since with this latter as
pect of the question there can be little difference of opinion,
we are pleased to 'give prominence to the subject with the
hope that it will not be long before the matter is taken up in
the practical manner that the Central Mill system has heen
taken up, and with the belief that the time is now near at
hand 'when it will be of vital importance that the sugar grow
ers should undertake to do something to control the sugar
market. so that they may depend on securing the actual val
ue for their product, and be as independent as may be possible
of the rings and trusts and other monopolies which have al
ready indicated their presence, and from whose deadly grasp
it will every year become more and more difficult to escape,
unless the growers com bine in their own defence.
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'fhe sugar situation is becoming a critical one, as those who
think carefully will admit, not that there is any reason to
fear the result of the fall in the market value of the product,
provided proper precautions are taken to guard the growers
against being the victims of trade combinations, but it is
patent to all that unless a fair amount of competition is en
com'aged there would seem to be no grounds for anticipating
that for any extenued length of time the one buyer at present
in the market would continue to act with special liberality.
To put the matter in a more concrete form, it may be said
that the Colonial Sugar Refining Company of Sydney IS the
only buyer in the market for the raw sugars which we find it
advantageous to make in this and many other districts of
t.11is colony, and there is nothing to prevent that company
making an offer for next year's crop at a price which will not
fully represent the value of the sugar. 'fhe company has
acted with such liberality in the past that it may be thought
that we are ungenerous in suspecting that any change in its
policy will take place in the future, but we are not children
t.o close our eyes to the possibilities of the situation, and we
know that as human nature is fallible so the history of the
commercial world shows no case on record where a powerful
organization, such as the C. S. R., has failed at one time or
another to insist on the realization of those advantages for
which it had worked for years, nor is there any reason why
they should not, to the full, exact the reward their enterprise
deserves, but since it is already recognized that this company
has practically the control of the Al1strali~n sugar market it
becomes a matter for our growers to deliberately consider
whether it will be to their ultimate interest that a monster
monopoly, such as is already strangling the sugar industry
in the United States, should be encouraged to spread its octo
pus like arms over the North of Queensland. With practically
one buyer only in the market the central mills cannot hope
to dispose of their raw sugars to the same advantage as if
there was a healthy competition, and therefore it will strike
everyone as feasible that if the central mills owned a refin
ery themselves, 01' in conjunction with such other sugar man
ufacturers as would be willing to join in the venture, they
would be able to command a fair price for their product, and
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be relieved of the possibility of at any time having a season's
produce sacri ficed. .

The tendency of the modern system of central sugar pro
duction is to divide the profits among those who contribute
most to their accumulation, giving the workers the benefit
of a good share in the .products of their labor, and not spec
ially reserving for capitalists or corporations a large slice of
the profits of the industry. That this system can be worked
without any injustice to anyone has been demonstrated in
the cases of our existing central mills, nor can there be any
grounds for doubting that it may be greatly extended so as
to still further secure a more even distribution of wealth
among our people than has hitherto existed, a consummation
which is devoutly to be hoped for, and seriously to be worked
for. The establishment of a Central Sugar Refinery is not
going to prove a panacea for all the ills which political flesh
is heir to. but it will tend to strengthen the position taken up
by the colony in the adoption of the central system, and pro
vided that care is taken to prevent the system j'everting to
one which favors private ownership, of which, unless caution
is exercised, there is a danger, we may hopefully look for
ward to the extension of the co-operative principle as being
more likely than any other to assist in the solution of one of
the most difficult problems of our modern civilization. That
the extension of the principle of co-o'peration in the direction
of a central refinery, as a means of conserving the ad
vantages already realized by the central mills, will be
fraught with much public good is the best reason for the se
rious consideration of the matter. We have made a grand
advance, and we hope that we shall not be forced to forego
the benefits of our progress by finding our working people
made the victims of monetary rings 01' monster monopolies,
which, acting as intermediaries between the grower and the
consumer, may be enabled to swallow up the profits which,
if judicionsly looked after, and retained iIi their proper chan:
nel, would contribute so immensly to the welfare and pros
perity of the people of this highly favored colony.-J.llacJ.;a/!
Standard.

---:0:---
A government ownership of railroads is better than a rail

road ownership ot government.
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A very important improvement in cane-crushing machine
has been devised by Mr. D. Drummond, of Messrs. D. Drum
mond and Son, of the Glasgow Railway Eegineering Works.
The exi~ting processes for extracting .the juice have been so
unsatisfactory, that this machine, supposing its trial results
are maintained in practice, means something like aTevolution
in the sugar industry. We all know that the mills now in
use entail an uniform loss varying from 10 to 13 per cent.
Mr. Drummond's machine has accomplished, under ex
periments which point to every prospect of workiIlg realiz
ation, the feat of 80.6 per cent. of juice out of cane that had
heen cut for two months, leaving megasse or spent fibre,
which contained, on the analysis of Dr. Clark, City of Glasgow
analsst, only.07 per cent. of sugar.

The importance of this advance can hardly be over-esti
mated. The use of the maehine means a material addition
to their profits, as the cost of fuel for evaporating the water
used in the ordinary processes is saved.

The machine is entirely different in the character of its
operations to any of those now in llse. The method of work
ing may thus be described:

The cane is cut into lengths of from 4 in. to 5 in. by a
scutching machine specially designed for this purpose. Und€l'
neath this machine is an endless band, lifting the eutcane
into a magazine. The crushing machine is self-contained,
and stands on a wooden platform foundation. It consists of
three cylinders. rrhe bottom one is the crushing cylinder,
into which the cane in the magazine is discharged. In the
bottom of this cylmder is a perforated piston deep enough to
form a chamber underneath for the juice to gather, and
which is connected to a set of suction pumps for dravving the
juice from the cane, during the crushing operation, into tanks
for holding the pure cane juice. After all the juice that can
be extracted by powerful pressure, the exhaust steam is then
admitted into the crnshing cylinder between the ram and the
megasse, to absorb by vapor any juice left in the cells of the
cane. When the pressure is again applied, the diluted juice
now in the megasse is drawn off as before into tanll:s. This

AN IMPROVED CANE CBUSHING JvIACHINE.
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diluted juice is found to be only 2 deg. Beaume less in density
than the pure juice. The piston at the bottom of the crush
ing cylinder is then lifted up by a piston-rodpassing through
the bottom of crushing cylinder to the top of same, when the
megasse is removed from the crushing platform by a horizon
tal hydraulic ram, having a head fixed to it extending the
whole width of the mouth of the cylinder which passes the
megasse on to trolly or endless band to be earried away to
the boilers to be used as fuel. The whole of the operations
of feeding, crushing, discharging. and pumping is performed
by one man from the platform of the machine. The second
cylinder is the hydraulic cylinder for crushing, and the third
or top cylinder is for the purpose of dollying the megasse
when it is subjected to the vapor bath, and to give a rapid up
and down motion to the hydraulic ram. The largest machine
will not occupy more than 8 ft. of floor space, and is se1£
contained. It is intended to make five different sizes of
machines, capable of dealing with 5, 10, 15, ~o, and 25 tons of
cane per hour.

The advantages claimed for this machine over all others
now in use are as follows: 1. It ensures complete extrac
tion of all sngar from the cane. 2. This result is obtained
by one machine and at one operation. 3. 'rhe risks of breal\:
down are reduced to the minimum, as this machine has no
gearing or revolving shafts. 4. A number of maehines can
be worked at considerable distance from each other from one
hydraulic and steam installation. This machine is equally
suitahle for extracting the juice from beet-root. '1'here are
no alterations necessary in the existing evaporating plants
of any factory to which this machine is introduced.

At the public test of this machine, which took plaee at
Glasgow last week, a large number of experts and others in
terested in the sugar industry were present, together with a
number of planters from foreign parts, certifying to the prac
tical interest already aroused in Mr. Drummond':; improve
ment.

We have received samples of megasse and of the juice ex
tracted from both cane and beet by this machine, the appear
ance of which, so far as can he judged superficially, perfect
ly bear out the claims made for its capacities.-Sugar.
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will be promptly attende? to by our Agricnltural Ohemist, and full'

advice be given as to, the fertilizers best adapted for the various lands, .

for which no charge 'will be ~ade to, purchasers of. our goods.
All fertiFzer'swill be shipped finely groundar~d in dry condition ,.

wen papked in strong bags, containing equal weights.,

TflE paCIfIC -GUIlNOIlNO fE~TII.dZE~ CO.,
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\Ve guarantee every sack of fertilizer material furnished by us

t'6' be a first-class article' and up to analysis, our works having in use

the most mod'ern machinery and improvements. ' . -
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We beg to inform the Planters on the Hawaiian Islands that, ~
. '

Our New, Fertilizer Works at Kalihi being now completed and in

. "!'orking order, we are ready to fill aU orders for Artificial Fertilizers.
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The tastes of communities differ quite as widely as those
of individuaJs. The object of the purveyor of food should be
to gratify the wants and cater to the prejudices of thof3e he
serves. This is partieularly true of tea or a,ny article where
flavor is the ehief factor. If the dealer believes that he can
educate his patrons to an appreciation of a blended tea, he
he must make the sort in common use the basis of a blend or
mixture. In this country lovers of tea give preference to
straight flavored teas, of high grade, and are as much dis
satisfied with a blend, as the connisseur of wine prejudIced
in favor of a certain vintage, is displeased with a blend of'
different sorts.

There are those who dispute this statement and who claim
that consumers of wine insist upon a distinctive flavor, and
that this can be maintained through the skill acquired by
vineyardists and wine makers, while any single sort of tea
cannot.. We claim that the tea fro111 any given district in
China will show no more variation than wine made from
grapes grown in any special wine district. Both are suscept
ible to changes of temperature, quantity of moisture, deple
tion or enrichment of soil. The process of withering, fer
menting, rolling and firing tea in China is centuries old, and
is pursued without variation. 'fhe English blend tea because,
as a writer on blended tea says, "hardly two chests are alike
in a parcel of India teas when they originally reach Eng
land." The truth is Indian and Ceylon planters have been.
constantly experimenting with new machinery and processes
of curing. In Ceylon it was discovered that tea was dried at
too high a temperature, and this necessitated a change. In
China it is notorious, manners and methods do not change.
England has nearly abandoned China to us, and has been
experimenting ever since to make Indian and Ceylon tea a
satisfactory substitute. Says one English writer: "When
teas came chiefly from Cbina there 'were not nearly the differ
ences which now exist when India ;I,nd Ceylon supply the
bulk of our consumption." And truthfully says: "If so,
there is more than ever room for the skill of the blel1ller."
In this country the situation is different, and the rules which
work well in Enghmd will not produce like results here.

u.,.""
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Blending is little known or practiced by tea dealers
throughout the United States. In England itis a common prac
tice, and has increased greatly since the introduction of India
and Ceylon teas. There the object is, as it should be here, to
furnish a tea of a distinctive flavor and one that is not likely to
be duplicated by competitors. Others seek a desirable flavored
tea at moderate cost. In this country the basis of mixture
will depend upon the tea in common use in the section of
country in which the dealer is located. In New England and
the Middle States, from the standpoint of Boston 01' New
York, a Formosa Oolong should be the base of a mixture,
while PhIladelphia gives preference to Fochow Oolong. In
England the basis of a mixture is generally a Congou. The
American taste is not partial to the. heavy-bodied, sweetish
liquored teas of Ceylon and India. There are some blends
of high grade Ceylon and India tea that are of exquisite
flavOl:. These are rather the exception than the rule and are
like rare old wines of great age, not ordinarily available.

At the start we must recognize that words are inadeqnate
to convey a satisfactory definition of distinctive flavors-such
a description as would enable the inexperienced to detect
variations or gradations in body and aroma. This sort of
knowledge comes only through experience and that is the
outcome of continuous study and practice.

With many, the eye governs tbe palate. Whatever is
pleasing in style or appearance is looked upon with more
favor than the same article when presented in a sbape that
is displeasing to the eye. 'rherefore it is, that a great many
consumers in buying tea act under the impression that a fine
style indicates fine quality. The connoisseur or expert on
the other hand, recognizes that the value of a tea depends
upon its flavor and body, and therefore, these are sought for,
without regard to the appearance of the leaf. Where flavor
and styled are combined, the value is enhanced. It is con
ceded by experts that the finest flavored teas are the fer
mented or black teas of China. The best of these are hand
some in appearance; and so are choice basket-fired Japans
to be commended for style. 'rhe low grade basket-fired
Japan teas are ragged and unsightly in appearance. Pan
firing improves the appearance of the Japan leaf and im-
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proves its keeping qualities. The green teas of China are
more pleasing to the eye, particularly fine Gunpowder, first
Young Hyson.

In testing teas t.he only reliable method is by infusion.
Tea that is fragrant in the hand is often thin in flavor in the
cup, as it readily gives forth its aroma. l'his sort of tea is
not desirable for blending. The first object to be sought is
strength of body. This must be determined by the judgment
or the experience of the dealer, based upon his lmowledg-e of
the prevailing taste of his customers. He must experiment
as to which teas can be combined to best produce the desired
flavor, bking pains to secure such as will enable him to
maintain ~niformityof flavor. He may combine two, or five or
six varieties, but the proportions must be determined by ex
periment. It will be found that a basket-fired Japan if used will
dominate the blend and therefore needs to be used in small
proportion. A low grade Cong-ou will improve a low grade
Amoy. Japan may be modified with Oolong and Ceylon.
Each tea which enters into a blend must be carefully studied,
so that if the blend is popular its component parts can be
matched as needed.

To combine a fine flavored with a coarse, harsh tea will
injure both. A fine flavored tea added to a full bodied tea of
dark colored liquor will improve both. Never use unsound
teas under any circumstances. The least trace ot mold, or
mustiness, or what the English call" mousy" flavor will ruin
a blend.

Avoid the use of teas that have a distinctively bad flavor,
such as are "bilgy," "weedy" "toasty" "herby" or otherwise
peculiar. The true lover of tea, as we previously stated, is
not partial to a blend, but possibly where common teas are
the rule, and the people have not been in the habit of paying
much attention to flavor, blended teas may pave the way to
an appeciation of fine flavored teas of a single variety. One
of the commonest mixtures used in this country is composed
of two parts of Oolong to one part of Young Hyson. A
successful blend is made in the proportion of one-half Japan,
one-quarter Oolong, one-eighth Ceylon and one-eighth Orange
Pekoe. rrhis latter sort, and also Caper, is used to influence
flavor, and being very pungent or aromatic, should be used in
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light proportions. English mixers advise the use of scented
tea, in the proportion of one pound in twelve, or one pound
in sixteen. A very satisfactory blend of several sorts is com
posed of five parts of Formosa Oolong and one and one
quarter each of You ng Hyson, basket-fired Japan, Orange
Pekoe and Ceylon.

A very small quantity of Pekoe tea is necessary to change J
flavor, but it should always be used in connection with clean
or straight flavored tea.

The following blends have come to us from subscribers:
TeJ.l parts of Formosa Oolong, five of Moyune Green, one of
Orange Pekoe. The same proportions and kinds, but of
different cost are used in order to get different l)riced teas.
Another recommends for a ten-pound mixture, eight parts of
Formosa Oolong to one part each of basket-tired Japan and
Congou. In this mixture the Congou is rich without pun
gency; the Japan flavory and pungent. The effect will be a
rich flavored Formosa tea rather difficult to match in straight
Oolong.

A Philadelphia firm that is very successful in its method,
writes as follows:

"We blend only those teas "vhich we sell as blended. This
variety constitutes the bulk of our tea tnLde. We most fre
quently blend about two-thirds Formosa or Foochow with
one-third Young Hyson. For mixing \iVe use a wire cylinder
with flanges on the inside like a coffee roaster. and which is
turned by steam power. rrhis mixes and sifts at the same
time. We invariably use our own judgment in fixing the
standards of flavor and quality, but if we found that a fail' pro
portion of our cllstomers indicated a different preference we
would modify the standard to suit their taste. We sell but
little India 01' Ceylon tea, but find them useful (if used in very
small proportions, say from one pound to five, ten 0]' twenty
of Oolong) to give the Oolong more body and sm.oothness and
a darker, richer color." ..

When a blend is completed it should be plaeed in an air
tight canister and kept for a week or ten days before being
used. As every dealer must be a law unto himself in making
a blend it would be idle to furnish further formulas, and
therefore we urge upon each dealer to provide himself with
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a tester's outfit and experiment with teas until he is thorougly
familiar vvith the characteristics of every sort of teCL. Then
he will be ready to te"Lke lessons in the art of blending, and
in this he must be self-taught.-Am. Grocer.

---:0:---
A SUGAR DILE.Ll1MA.

29THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

All beet sugars arriving from Germany, Austria, Belgium
01' Fri:l,nce are being assessed not only a duty of 40 pel' cent.
on their f. o. b. cost at port of exportation, and I-We. per lb.
additional in accordance with the tariff, but the appraisers
choose to consider that the value for duty is not what the
sugars actually cost our refiners~ but'vvhat they' actually eost,
plus the amount of the consumption tax imposed by those
countries where the sugars are sold for consumption. rrhey
therefore assess 40 per cent. on this tax which adds 78c. per
100 Ibs. or over ~c. per lb. duty to the duty intended to be
collected by Congress from German sugars, and more than
this amount on Austrian sugar. This will of course exclude
all sugars of the countries named from use by the United
States refiners, and make them use mwe sug<.trs entirely.
The cost of cane sugar would naturally advance to the point
of competition with beets were it not for the fact that our
sugar craze teLriff permits the importation of refined sugars
from Holland and the United Kingdom at 40 per cent. on
their cost f. o. h. without ~tny ;'extra" except ·~c. differential
duty, and without the l-Wc. against bounty countries.

Therefore we are quite likely to see the extraordinary
phenomenon of mw cane sugar from Cubet selling to refiners
in the ..United States at exactly the same price as Dutch or
English granulated is selling at, the same time to the grocers
in the Unitecl States. As <.t matter of fcwt no mw beet sugars
are sold for consumption in Germany (their obnoxious .smell
would prevent that), and hence it is hard to see how a con
sumption tax can be added to raw sugar whieh applies only
in the case of refined sugar sold for consumption. But the
appraisers hold to· their decision, and the question has been
referred to the Treasury Department at Washington, which
has requested the State Department to send instructions to
our foreign consuls to forward ~tll information regn,rding the
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bounty law, methods of sale, and value of sugars in bounty
countries. rrhis will postpone the final decision of the
appraisers as to what is to be the duty on beet sugar for a
month or more. The final outcome may be the forced open
ing up of the whole sugar question at the Decembel' session
of Congress to get it on a practicable basis of operation as
intended by Congl;ess. In the meantime our refiners are re
selling in Europe the beet sugars they had bought there,
rather than have them come forward under this uncertainty,
and the whole European markets are depressed thereby.

The Appraisers' decision regarding duty on beet sugars
leaves the matter as it came from Congress, and leaves the
question at issue with Germany entirely unsettled. Our
tariff bill requires the collection of I-We. per lb. more duty
on all sugars imported from countries which pay sugar
bounties than is collected from other countries. Our Ap
praisers are collecting this I-We. pel' lb. on sugars from
Germany, Austria and France, but not from Holland, and
perhaps Belgium. This is Germany's first grievance. But it
was never intended by our Congress to assess this extra
2-10c. pel' lb. duty on raw beet sugar, but only on the refined,
as a proper protection for our refiners against the bounties
paid by beet countries. In assessing the I-We. on the raws
as well as I-We. on the refined, it becomes an actual dis
crimination against our refiners of a duty of I-We. per lb. on
113 lbs. of raw sugar brought here by our refiners, against
2-lOc. pel' lb. on 100 pounds granulated sugar sent here by
German refiners, as it requires 113 pounds of raw beet sugar
to make 100 pounds of granulated. This takes just so much
out of the -~·c. per lb. differential duty given the refiners for
protection, instead of adding I-We. to that "kc. protection, as
was the real intention of Congress.

The correction of this error as it passed the Senate would
doubtless have been made ill Conference Committee, but the
House took the bill away from Conference and passed it
without change, and it is now the law and cannot be cor
rected except by a new act of Congress. The Appraisers
have no power to correct it. They have only to decide to
what countries the I-We. per lb. shall apply, and in applying
it to Germany and not to Holland and Belgium, they are
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THE VALUE OF FRUIT AS FOOD.

thought to discriminate against Germany. This error of
Congress is really the cause, or a very important part of the
cause of the great depreciation of value of sugar refining
property in this country, and which is likely to be permanent
unless the proper correction is made at the next session of
Congress. By adding I-We. to the cost of raw beet sugars,
the effect is to increase the cost of cane sugar to the same
extent, or to throw raw beet sugars out of use.-lVillett &

Gmy.

B1THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

Few people are aware of the value of fruit as an article of
food. Many persons look on fruit as a luxury, whilst some
shudder at the idea of it, and conjure up internal tortures at
the name. Children, on the contrary, will eat fruit at any time,
and undergo much discomfort to get it. It is elderly people,
or those past their first youth who cannot eat fruit and enjoy
it. Cooked food, highly seasoned meats and alcoholic liquors
have spoiled their taste, and in many instances a ripe straw
berry or plum would inconvenience them sadly. But the
person who values health, and who knows a little of the
value of fruit, will make it a point to eat it daily and even
on occasions to make a meal almost entirely of it. Another
cause why ripe and wholesome fruits are given a bad name
is because they are eaten at the wrong end of a meal. After
many courses of heavy foods and strong drinks, a few harm
less strawberries are indulged in, ::Lnd then when these rich
foods and stimulating drinks upset the stomach the blame is
put on the innocent strawberry. The real place for fruit is
at the beginning of a feast., and not at the end. A better
plan still is to make a meal of bread and ripe fruit. rrhe best
meuls to make thus are breakfast, lunch, or early tGa. The
bread should be brown and dry, and the fruit ripe and raw.
Dry brown bread cleans the tongue and brings out the flavor
of the fruit. Butter 011 the bread would give its own flavor,
or even the salt in the butter would destroy the pure taste
of the fruit.

Many people-a good number of whom are doctors-are or
opinion that autumnal diarrhea is due to fruit. This is an
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idea not borne out by facts. I inquired into the subject, and
found that in every case the diarrhea was due to meat or fish,
but never to fruit alone. I have experimented on myself,
and got other friends to test the result of free fruit-eating on
themselves, but in no case as yet have r got a report of
diarrhea from it. I lived one day last summer on straw
berries, managing to eat seven pounds during the day, but I
had no diarrhea. Other times I have lived on plums and milk,
and have eaten freely of cherries and other fruits in their
seasons, but never had looseness of the bowels in consequence.
The true explanation of autumnal diarrhea lies in the fact
that in hot weather flesh putrifies very quickly; during put
refaction alkaloids called ptol11eLines are formed; these are
emetic and purgative, and give rise to distressiug symptoms.
These allmloids are found in meat at a.ll times, but more
especially during hot weather.

Fruit has the composition of a perfect food, containing all
the substances required by the body. Here is the composition
of strawberries:

From this table ,ve can see that fruit is a perfect food, as
it contains everything needed, in eluding' WeLter.

Were fruits used daily by all, there 'would be less gont,
rheumatism, gall stones, stone in the bladder, and calcClreom,
degeneration than there is now. In eonneetion with the
curative power of fruit, we must mention the "grape eur8."
This is practiced in France and Germany in the eLutumn, <wd
is a cure for many diseases due to high feeding. The patient
is given a pound of grapes to eat the first day. This amonnt
is added to until the person can eat five or six pounds a cla.y.
The other food is gradually lessened, and the diet at last
consists entirely of grapes. It C\1l'es obesity allclmany other
complaints, and starts the person off on a new lease of life.
In this country we may partly carry out this curc, using
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11fAMJlfO'TJI COFFEE 1111££8.

Upan a recent business trip to New York, it was the writer's
privilege to visit the extensive plant owned and operated by
Edwin .J. Gillies & Co., and persons unacquainted with the
inner workings of such establishments can have but a faint
ielea, of the time, ·wealth. ingenuity, and skill that is expen
ded Oll that tasteless coflee berry before it is transformed into
a condition from which that palatable beverage is l11ade that
should allol'l1 every 'Nell-regulated breakfast table.

It is generally coneeded that an orclinary grade of coffee
properly roastell ",ill drink better than a high grade, not well
roasted, and the facilities afforded by this firm, with their im
proved machinery, sO constructed in its intricate connections
that it admits of no imperfect work, is a marvel to one who
is familial' WIth many failures incident to nhe working of or
dinary coffee roasters.

A noticeable feature at the mill is the preliminary skill
displayed in treating the green coffee before it enters the
roasters; on its passage through the milling machine, whieh
IS ~t huge cylinder revolving at high speed, inside of ,vhich
revol ves two sets of brushes in opposite diredions, and the
coffee, passing between them is thoroughly scoured and all
foreign matter removed, leaving the berry bright and clear.

It is then ready for the roasters, which are of the most
rn.()del'l1 type, consisting of six vast cylinders operated by
steam power, revolving over eoal fires; through the center is
a long tryer, enabling the operator to ascertain just how far
the roast has advanced.

As soon as tho coffee is sufficiently browned jt is discharg
ed into cooling boxe8, and from them through a system of
hoppers and pipes into a revolving screen, where all broken
coffee is removed. It next passes through ,L receptacle where,
by air-snetion, all chaff is drawn out; another journey takes
it thr,ongh the stoning-pipe, where by an ingenious device it

strawberries, gooseberries, cherries and plums in place of
grapes. Fruit is thus seen to be a necessity in a rational
diet, and of immense value in dietetic medicine.- Viele's
.Jlfagazille.
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EXTRACTS PROllf REPORT OF TIlE CO~MllIISSIONER

OF INTERNAL REVENUE, SUGAR BOUNTY
DIVISION, FOR THE FISCAL YEAR

ENDED JUNE 30th, 1894.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has been charged
with the execution of the law providing for a bounty on
sugar of domestic production at the rate of 2 cents per pound
on sugar testing not less than 90 deg., and 1-i cents per pound
on sugar testing less than 90 deg. but not less than 80 deg.
by the polariscope. The bounty, which became available
July 1st, 1891, was authorized hy the tariff act approved Octo
ber 1st, 1890, which \vas repealed by the tariff act in force
August 28th, 1894.

~ I
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is raised into the receiving bin, and all the nails, stones, etc.,
heavier than coffee, are left behind.

The coffee, now roasted, cooled, screened and cleaned, is
conducted on a car which runs on tracks over a row of twenty
five air-tight bins, into anyone of which the coffee can be
discharged and packed as desired.

But little idea can be had by this brief description of the
amount of work that is performed by these different maeh
ines; for when it is realized that all these processes are auto
matic, that the coffee is not touched by hand after it is emp
tied from the sacks on the first fluor until packed, ready for
shipment, on the sixth, the remarkable feature of the work
becomes apparent.

Then, too, from the time it is roasted and cooled, until it
is opened in the grocer's store, it is not exposed to the air,
bemg kept in airtight bins and shipped in airtight packages,
thus preserving all the natural aroma.

It is needless for me to state that the owners of such an ex
tensive establisment would naturally import some very fine
goods, which 1 found to be true, and at once left my order.
for a stock of their most favored brands, after having been
most courteously entertained by the refined and gentleman
ly proprietors, their obliging assistants and polite salesmen.
American G1'ocer.

•...,I_._~,..""..



The sugar producers in this country may be divided into
four classes relative to the kind of raw materials used, namely:
cane-sugar producers, beet-sugar producers, sorghum-sugar
producers, and maple-sugar producers. The cane sugar, con
stituting the great bulk of the domestic sugar, is produced in
the South, mainly in Louisiana; the beet and sorghum sugars
are the products of the West, and the maple sugar is pro
duced mainly in the States of Vermont, New York, Pennsyl
vania and Ohio.

Tabulated statements showing in detail the operations of
each of these four classes of producers and their locations by
States will be given in the following pages.

As required by the bounty provisions of the tariff act of
1890, above referred to, each sugar producer intending to
claim bounty has filed prior to July 1st of each year with the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue a notice of the place of
production, with a general description of the .machinery and
methods of manufacture to be employed, and an estimate of
the amount of sugar proposed to be produced up to the end
of the next ensuing fiscal year, including the number of
maple trees to be tapped in that period. Each notice has in
cluded an application for a license to produce sugar under
the bounty provisions of the law, and has heen accompanied
by a bond in a penal sum equal to at least one-half the bounty
estimated to be earned at 2 cents per pound during the next
ensuing fiscal year; the penalty in no case, however, having
been less than $100, and always conditioned on the faithful
observance of the laws, rules and regulations pertaining to
bounty on sugar. Upon approval of the notices, applications

. and bonds of tbe sugar producers, licenses have been duly
issued to them by this office.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1894, 6349 licenses
were issued to domestic sugar producers intending to claim
bounty on their product, and $12,100,208.89 net, after deduct
ing refnnclments, were disbursed by this office in payment of
approved bounty claims. During the fiscal years ended June
30, 1892, and June 30, 1893, $7,342,077.79 and $9,375,130.88,
respectively, were disbursed as bounty on sugar, making, with
last year's bounty, a total disbursement of $28,817,417.56, ex
clusive of administrative expenses incurred in executing the
bounty law.
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There were 579 licenses issued to cane-sugar prod ucers "i I

during the fiscal year ended .J une 30, 18M, and sugar was pro-
duced under G3i3 of these licenses. Of this latter Hum bel' 50S
were·issued forthe collection distriet of Louisiana, embracing
the States.of Mississippi and Louisiana, with only 1 license
for Mi~sissippi; 13 were issued for the third collection district

o f 'l'exas and 12 for the collection district of Florida.

•
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CANE SUGAR.

Estimating the production of maple sugar at 32,000,000
pounds per allllUm,.anel basing the production of cane, beet anel
sorghum sugar on the official weights thereof, it is found that
the total domestic sugar production during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1892, amounted to 412,893,230 pounds. The
next fiscal year it increa.seel to 515,250,769 pounds, and during
the fiscal year eneled June 30, 1894, it further increased to
689,230,790 pounds, which is 66.9 per centum over the sugar
production in the first bounty year mentioned.

As will be sbown in the statistical statements pertaining
to the maple sugar production covered by bounty claims, only
a, small portion of the domestic maple sugnr has been pro
elucedunder government supervision for the benefit of bounty.
A very large number of maple-sugar producers in this country
do not make 500 pounds of sugar per annum, which was the
minimum annual production on vvhieh hounty could be al
lowed under the late bounty law. l\bny other domestic
maple-sugar producers, who make more than 500 pounds of
sugar pel' annum, have been unwilling to go to the trouble
and expense of complying with the late bounty law anclreg
ulations.

The work of weighing, sampling. polarizing and classifyillg
the large quantity of domestic sugar produced nnder govern
ment supervision for the benefit of hounty; of preparing the
prescribed returns of this sugar and keeping proper records
thereof. and of the l.JOunty elaims based thereon; of examin
ing the bounty claims and returns of sugar producers, and
otherwise attending to all details necessary to insure a faith
ful olkervance of the law, has rC(tuirec1 the services of mCl,ny
additiol1<LI employees dming the 8ugar-producing season, be
sides the twelve sugar inspeetors am) the additional clerical
force in this offiee, "vhieh have heen provided for by law.



The total quantity of cane sugar produced during the said
fiscal year, so far as the same was officially weighed,
amounted to 611,156,922 pounds, of which 597,969,745 pounds
were produced in the collection district of Louisiana,
11,882,852 pounds in the third eollection district of Texas,
and 1,304,325 pounds in the collection district of Florida.
The increase in the production of cane sugar during the last
fiscal year over the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893, amounted
to 156,015,541 pounds, being equal to 34.3 per centum, but
the number of licenses issued to cane-sugar producers de
creased from 650 to 579, and the numbel' of actual cane-sugar
producers from 551 to 495.

The decrease in the number of cane-sugar producers, not-
withstanding the large increase in their production, is due to
the fact that a number of primitive open-kettle sugar fac
tories are being discontinued from year to year in the collec
tion district of Louisiana, where the sugar production is
gradually being concentrated in the hands of the i'5ugar pro
ducers possessing the most modern and improved machinery
for the manufacture of sugar. Many persons who formerly
made open-kettle sugar are now selling their sugar cane, or
the syrup produced therefrom, to the sugar producers who
possess large factories containing vacuum pans and centrifu
gals with other modern machinery.

In the fismLI year ended June 30, 1894, the area of land de
voted to the culture of sugar cane in the U nited ~tates was
reported to be 289,940 acres, of which 281,667 acres were cul
tivated in the collection district of Louisiana, 7060 acres in
the third collection district of Texas and 1213 acres in the
collection district of Florida. These figures show an increase
in area of 60,288 acres over the area reported for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 189~. It should be observed, however,
that this statistical information is not exactly accurate, owing
to the great difficulty in obtaining complete and exact re
ports, especially of the cane and syrup purchased by the
licensed BUgeU' producers. Persons who sell calle are general
ly small planters, who have no exact measlll'ements of their
cane lands, but base their reports of area given to the plll'
chaser, and by him to this office, on estimates made from the
weight of the cane or the quantity of the syrup produced
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THE PERFUi11ERY iNDUSTRY.

therefrom. Even some of the licensed sugar producers have
no measurements of their cane lands and no scales for weigh
ing their cane. In making their reports to this office they,
therefore, have to estimate the acreage and the weight of
their cane, the latter being usually based on the number of
cane loads hauled to their sugar factories. The figures given
in thi::; report are the most accurate obtainable, and are certain
ly within a narrow margin of the actual facts in the case.

The sugar cane actually ground and used in the production
of sugar is considerably less in area and weight than the total ':I
cane cultivated, as shown by the following statements. This
is accounted for by the fact that a large quantity of cane is
annually reserved for seed and another considerable portion
of calle is destroyed by inundation, early frost or other mis
haps. The sugar cane reserved for seed during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1894, em braced 36,112 acres, according to re
ports received.

•
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THE perfumery trade is a large and growing one. ']'here
will always be a demand for ~cents, perfumed Roaps, and
cosmetics, and the means of supplying the demand must ex
pand in proportion. Within recent years this necessity has
led to the production of an imitation article, the result
of chemical manipulation. These crystal scents. as they are
called, are largely manufactured in Germany and are being
bought in the absence of the pure material. .Many trade
lists of "floral products" are simply catalogues of such imita
tions. They are not by any means so pleasant or so harmless
as the genuine article, and one who habitually uses the latter
can tell at once the difference. A comparison can be drawn
between any natural scent and its artificial prototype al ways
to the disadvantage of the chemical product with its reminis
cences of the mineral basis. The public in this instance
prefer the real to the artificial. If the pure article 'were
placed on the market in sufficient quantities to fix their taste
the crystal scents would soon fine themselves boycotted.
There is thus an opening for the production of the legitimate
article which might be taken advantage of by many of the



colonies to supply the wants of the U uited Kingdom. We
think the suggestion is worthy the consideration of our small
capitalists or caltivators whose means are not fully employed
or invested and who are desirous of adding to their ordinary
sources of income.

Jamaica could produce perfumes both of an ordinary and
special character in abundance. The conditions of cultiva
tion are exceptionally favorable and the establishment of a
flower farm would, we believe, be a profitable undertaking.
Col. rralbot, demonstrated the fact that flower-farming in
Jamaica was feasible, but we are unaware of the results of
his efforts in the direction of starting an industry.. The
enterprise might very well form an adjunct to some of
the larger poor-houses. In the neighborhood of Grasse in
France there are hundreds of acres where the old, the ailing,
and the children, earn a livelihood by picking roses fo1' the
seent market. 1'he only obstacle in the way of embarking
on the industry is the preliminary expense. To make per
fume from flowers requires a somewhat costly plant. But
admitting that difficulty, anyone with a fair capital could
easily start a farm and confidently calculate on a handsome
return for his capital an.d labor. In India a flower garden
started in 1890 in the industry and is now doing a prosperous
business and employing over 90 hands. If this result can be
achieved in the East, it ought to be duplicated in the ,Yest
Indies.

Flower farming in Europe for perfumery purposes is en
gaged in almost exclusively at Val', France, it is here that the
jasmine, tu berose, cassia, rose, and violet, grow to great per
fection and ""vhere the subsequent processes of manufacture
are commercially worked. Of orange blossoms alone as IlHLny
as 1,900 tons are used annually, and nearly 1,000 tOllS of roses.
In the Grasse district the buyer is always ready to purchase
as small a quantity as a kilo of roses from the sma.ll ]Jl'Oprie
taire. This fact furnishes a hint upon which we might improve.
A central factory system might be organized. The plant
holder would buy the modest crops from the settlers and
others, in addition to being a farmer himself, and utilize
them for the various purposes of the scent market. An
entire fa,mily could engage in flower growing, or the farm
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A correspondent writing from St. Croix, or Santa Cruz, in
the West Indies, says:

"Originally St. Croix was enormously fertile and covered
with forests, and the rainfall was abundant. But the French,
during their brief occupancy, burned down all the trees, and
ruin follows fast in the wake of the forest-destroyers. Now
years of drouth follow each other in quick succession, and
the barren belt, beginning a,t the sea beach in many parts of
the island, is rapidly creeping inward. With a view to
checking the decay and making things easier for the planters,
the government constructed a great central factory a few
years ago, to which the cane juice is carried from the plant- ...
ations by a, system of pipes. But this attempted improve-
ments has given rise to a great deal of dissatisfaction and
several negro insurrections; and, altogether, Santa, Cruz is in
a bad way financially. 'rhere are many of these central
factories in different parts of the West Indies (at the time
Martinique alone had thirteen of them)-as cheese fac.tories
abounds in some parts of the United States feel by milk from
the neighboring farms. By them the functions of the cane
grower and the sugar makers are separa,ted, like those of the

---:0:---

DISTRESS AMONG FOREIGN SUGAR PLANTERS.
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might be the special care of one member while the remain
der are otherwise occupied. There are many ordoriferous
and other vegetable substances which the floral chemist
might find a profitable use for, and the culture of which
might add to the resources of the people. Such minor pro
ducts should not be overlooked in the cultivation of more
familiar articles. It should be kept in mind that the agricul
tural possibilities of the country are not exhausted. It has
always been an article of our faith that there is potential
wealth lying in the soil as yet undreamt of. We do not
think it is an exaggerated belief. 'fhe desiderata required
to realize that wealth are, an insight into the capabilities of
the soil; enterprise, patience, and a moderate capital. vVith
these a man ought to be able both to enrich himself and to
contribute to the prosperous development of the country.
Exchange.
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SUGAR AS A FOOD IN 'PIlE PRODUCTION OF
MUSCULAR WORK.
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wheat farmer and the miller; all the planters has to do is to
grow cane and take it to the neare~t depot belonging to the
central factory, and his duty is finished. Dut the planters
complained that they had their own machinery and could
make larger profits by manufacturing the sugar themselves
and that many of them were forced to join the company,
being in debt to the Government, owing to a series of bad
years.

"The company pays them the value of five and a half
pounds of sugar for 100 pounds of cane, and they claim that
is not enough, but more than the Government can long
afford to pay, on account of the great cost of the factory and
its machinery, which are on far too grand a scale for so
small an island. They allege, too, that it makes the negro
element which greatly outnumbers the whites, more dan
gerous, because it has reduced their wages to 10 cents and
less pel' diem; and that in consequence innumerable small
farms and sub-Iettings have sprung up among the black
population, drawing labor from the large estates and to the
deterioration of agriculture."-N Y: Commercial and 8hip
pUlp List.

This is the tittle of a paper by Dr. Vaughan Harley, M. D.,
Grocer Hesearch Scholar and Teacher of Chemical Pathology
at University College, London, communicated to the Hoyal
Society of London, in N ovem bel', 1893.

\¥e have been waiting for spa,ce to give a short sumnutry
and some extracts from this val uahle paper. 'rhe author
states his reasons for making the experiments, the results of
which ,tre'he1'e det,~iled, 1ll the following introductory words:

"It may be said to have been universa.lly believed that
proteids \vere the essential producers of mU8cuiar work until
the experiments of Vort (lS(j0-G6) anel Pettellkofen (1866)
showed that, within certain limits, muscular work can be
produced by carbo-hydrates. They did this by showing the
relative amounts of nitrogen elimimLted during muscular
activity and repose. Subsequently, Chanvean and Ka.ufmann



(1886-87) showed, by comparing the quantity of the sugar
that disappeared from the blood traversing a muscle while
contracting and at rest, that four times more sugar was used
up during the period or muscular activity. Having failed to
find any further recorded facts respecting sugar a~ (L 111 uscle
food, I thought it desirable, in connection with the investiga
tion I have been for some time engaged upon, as regtuds the
J'ole played by sugar in the animal organization, to try and
ascertain, by direct experiment, whether sugar, when taken
as food, is actually a supporter of muscular energy-a point
of great value to be decided at the present moment, when
sugar is so cheap that its use need no longer be restricted to
th,Lt of a mere palatable condiment, but it might perlmps be
profitably added to the daily diet of the working man as a
muscular power-producing element."

The experiments which have led to the results detailed in
Dr. Harvey's paper were made on himself, the amount of
muscular energy developed being calculated by the quantity
of work, short of fatigue, performed by the middle finger of
each had. A description of the technical methods employed
to ascertain and duly estimate and compare the energy de
veloped during the consumption of certain quantities of
sugar could only be interesting to but few readers, it is suf
ficient to say that they were methods which have already
been practically tested by other experimenters, and that
every precautiou seems to have been tal{en to ensure accu
mte results, so that it may be safely assumed that the sttLte
ments of Dr. Harley, as to the value of sugar as a producer of
muscular force, may be accepted with all confidence, and they
cannot ftLil to be extremely interesting to all concerned 'with
the growth, manufacture, or distribution of sugar. \Ve have
already, in fonner num bel's, given some figures in connection
with these experiments, but will proceed to detail the various
trials at greater length. ;'The first step was to ascertain the
value of sugar in the production of muscular work when
taken alone. During a 24 hours' fast water alone was drunk
on one day, and on another 500 grams of sugar were taken in
an equal quantity of water, at four periods from 8:30 A. M.

to 5 P. M." 'rhe increase in muscle-working power was found
to be from 25-1 to 32} per cent.
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rrhe effect of suga,r in retarding f-itigue was next aseer
tainecl under similar circumstances. The gain was found to
be from 61 to 76 pel' eent.

I-laving found that sugar ta.ken alone is undoubtedly a
muscuhLr food, its value was then tested as an addition to
ordinel,ry diet. The gain in muscular work obtained by add·
ing 200 grams (7 ozs.) of sugar to a frugal breakfast "vas found
to be very considerable, more especially after assimilation,
though an immediate increase was observed on its heing
taken into the stomach. Finally, the eLddition of 250 grams
(S·~· ozs.) of sugar to a good beefsteak and omelette luncheon,
with reel wine and black eoffee, caused a perceptible increase
of from S:~· to 16-} pel' cent. Exactly the sa,me quantities of
food. excepting as regard sugar, were taken on each occasion.

Finally, the experiment v\'Us made of ascertaining the
amount of work doue on ordinary diet, and also on the same
diet with addition of 250. grams of sugar, in (1, period of S
hours, the sugar being taken in three portiolls at three differ
ent times. The gain in work during the eight haUl'S attribu
tahle to the sugar was fouml to be 22 pel' cent. in the case of
the 18ft finger and nearly S6 pel' cent. for the right finger.
Fatigne was eLIsa remarkably reteLrdec1, and "instend of there
Iloint,!,' the usual diurnal fall in the amount of WOrli done in
tl1e afternoon there was actually an increase." The conclu
~ion arrived at by the experimenter were as follows:

1. ~ugar taken alone is (1, mll~ele food; 500 grams (1n ozs.)
of sngar in my case increased the amount of work done on ,1,

f<lsting clay from G1 to 76 pel' cent.
2. The muscle energy-producing effect of slw:ar is so great

tlmt 200 grams (7 ozs.) added to ,l small meal incrcased the
toted amount of work done from (i to 30 pel' ('ent.

:.L 'Vllell sugar \vas added to a large iDeal it inereased tIle
total amOlllli; of work done from S to Hi pCI' eent.

e!. The work done during' a peric)(l of S !Jours can be in
f're,lsed hy 1'1'0111 22 to ;36 PeL' cent. hy takIni':!,' 2;)0 grams (S}
ozs.) of sugal'.

;j. When :-iugnr is taken Lit 3:;':>0 P. l\l.. it not only oblitel'
ates the normal diurnal f~tll in the muscular power, which.
usuillly ()(~eul'S at ;~)::30 P. ;\[., but eren ('(I,nS8S an aetllal in
crease in tlte amonnt of work <lone.
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Cane llecl1ed to prO(l11cc onc hag of sagar of B2G Ibs at an ext.raction of n
per cenL, a.no Hm. f;11gar at ~ cts. per Ih. and the tcnant receiving
IGG!;f Ibs. of s11gar lJcr cart load of ~,iiOl) Ihs. of cane '" 8-L2;'5.()O

Bag . 20.00
l\'fanufact11ring expenses of 1 bag s11gar. . . . . . . . . . .. 1.01l.00
Freight 1 bag sugar to J\Iatan;\as _ .. GIJ.()O
Ha11l1ling audloading .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -LIlO
1'hree pCI' cenL extra frcight for 'l'rcasnry .. . .. _. . . . .. .. Ui~

Storage 1 bag sugar. . . . . . .. l~.IlO

IllfHuauce il.IlO
Freight and discharge il,·nO illS. of caue " .. . GUill

COST OF MANUFAOTURING SUGAll IN CUBA.-At Matanzas, sev
eral contracts have heen recently closed on the hasis of 6:(
arrobes of sugar and assuming that the total extraction of
the factory is 9 pel' cent., the rC'sults obtained by the planter,
calculating expenses at the lowest sugar can be manu
factured in Cu 1m. wi II be as follows:

'rotal cXlJcnses 8G.(jfUi2
Value of 1 bag sugar of 3~G ll>s. at ~ cts. pCI' p01l11l1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G.GO.IlO

We hope to heal' more from Dr. Vaughan Harley respect
ing his most interesting and valuable investigations. Mean
while we are fully determined to take more sug-ttr than 8ver
with our daily meals, in full faith that it' is the propel' thing
to do, and also for an9ther very valid reason-because we
like it.

We may just mention that the Fortnightly Review for
October contains an article on "Om Workmen's Diet and
Wages," which refers to Dr. Harley's experiments, and
strongly reeom mends the more free use of sugi'Lr by worki ng
men. At the present prices it is absolutely the cheapest
article of diet obtainable, considering its properties of devel
oping 111 uscular force, and we hope, for the good of all parties,
that its consumption will go on incre}tsing in a constantly
ascending ratio. We rather take exception to the statement,
in the article above mentioned, that "most literary men do
their best ,york in the forenoon." This is OUl' experience,
and vve ought to know. But the question of brain work is
somewhat irrelevant, except in so far as it exhausts the
blood of its sugar, which it does not do to the same extent as
muscular work. Otherwise the article is excellent.-.'.,'u.!Jal'
Cane.
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It is to sa.y that exclusive of taxes, interests on borrowed
money a,nd capital ~nvested in the factory, were prices to
rule next year tLt 2 cents pel' lb. planters paying the cane at
61 arrobes of sugar and extracting only 9 pel' cent., would
bear a clear loss of 16~· cents 011 ea,ch bag of sugar manu
factured by them, which allows us to come to the conclusion
that the producer whose extraction is below 10 pel' cellt. is
fast running to his total ruin and each crop he takes off
instead of improving his situation impairs it to a further ex
tent, and accordingly the determination taken by those above
referred to, not to grind next year, can but be praised.
Hu IX( II a 1Veekly Report.

---:0:---
TIlE AMERICAN BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY.

Among the visitors in the city who carne to tLttend the
rl'mns-Mississippi Congress is J. G. Hamilton, Secretary of the
Nodolk Beet Sugar Company, of Nebraska,. "The people of
this country don't know what an immense iudustry the man
ufacture of beet sugar has grown to be," SfLid ::\11'. Hamilton.
"The output of the beet sugar mills has increased from

. 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 pounds in 1890 tu 47,000,000 pounds
this year. The location of a beet suga, l' factory should
be where there is plenty of water, good railroad facili
ties and a good quality of limestone and coal. Our company
owns three factories-one at Chino, Ca1., where 1,000 tons of
beets a day are made into sugar, and tvvo in Nebraslm. The
factory operating a,t 350 tons of beets pel' diem consumes foul'
carloads of.coal, three carloads of limestone ,wd half a car
load of coke pel' day, and employs a,hout 300 hands, half of
whom work at night, and the other half in daytime, as the
factory never stops from the time it begins its campaign till
the last beet has lJeen manutactured illto sugtLl'.

"Thirty yecLrs cLgO this industry was started in California,
hut failed for want of capital <111(1 [L lack of knowledge. It is
only recently that we have beell able to miLke sugar fro111
beets in the United States, although the greater part of the
sugar consumed in this country is manufactured from lJeets
in Germany amI Fmnce, where it is olle of their most impor
tant industries. In Austria, Holland, and Belgium the max-
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imum has been reached, and land on which the sngtH' beet is
grown is valued at $1,000 to $1,200 an acre. Al1<.l yet the
land there is not as good as some in Ollr 'vVestel'll country.
Napoleon fonnd that sugar conta,ined in beets could be man
ufactured into a marketable product, but the beets only (',on
tained 5 or 6 per cent. of saccharine ma.tter thell, wherea.s, by
careful breeding, it is not nncommon now to find beets con
taining 20 pel' cent. saccharine matter. But this percentage
of saccha rine matter does not mean sugar; it means simply
sweet matter.. part of which is glucose and tbe rest sucrose.

"In lSUO the duty on sugar was allo11t 2:I cents a pound,
commencing at a sugar testing 70 per cent.. (lnd being in
creased gradually until a granulated sngar testing' UH.S pel'
cent. purity paid a duty of 3:[ eents per ponnd. Tbis duty
was removed by the McKinley act and raw sugar admit
ted free. So as to provide for the development of tbe sugar
industry in the United States, a bounty of 2 cents a. pound
was offered to manufacturers of sugar testing above UO pel'
cent. for a period of fifteen years. Under tbis inducement,
and believing that the Government would fulfill its pledge,
several capitalists immediately began to build beet :·mg<Lr
factories. Our company ""vas the pioneer in the work, and
when the success of the enterprise became assured otber
companies followed.

"The industry is especially adapted to the West amI Soutb
\vest, as the sugar beet requires a dry, cool fall. It is prac
tically hand-in-hand with irrigatioll. The beet is ahle to
withstand dronth lletter than any other erop, as the little
tap goes down ten 01' twelve feet to secure moisture. It with
stands frosts and heavy rains or hail better tlHtn any crop
prodncecl, and is less wearing on the soil. It is a crop UI1

~lttel1decl by speculation. and before the seed is planted the
fanner makes the cOlltraet with tho fac,tOl'Y. A farmer can
support his entire family on tOI1 or twelve acres of land. awl
even in this year of' drouth in Nebraska, tho yield was fifteen
to twenty tons pel' ane. The price pnicl is :i);iJ :L ton.

"The pro('css adopted is that of clill"usion. or in othor words,
sOtlking ont the sugar from the little oeblg'on eells in the
heel.. The entire process of taking the beet in at on8 end of
the factory and tUl'lling out the finest g'r:lllulatcd sugar nt the
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BEE CULTURE AND ORANGE GROTYING.

other end takes about thirty-six hours. The Nodollr factory
is now operating and will finish its campaign about January
1, making about 75,000 tons of granulated sugar every 24 hours.
'1'he after products of a beet sugar factory are very valuable
in Europe, but they are, ns yet, not appreciated in this coun
try. They consist of the lime ca,ke, which make a valuable
fertilizer, and the beet pulp, which is a most excellent feed
for either the fitttening of cattle or milk cows. It is dried
and put in bales in Europe and sells from $12 to $15 a ton.
It sells for $1.50 a ton when fresh. In Norfolk they are now
feeding 2,000 heads of cattle. which are eating 90 pounds pel'
diem of this pulp, which is sold to the feeders at 50 cents per
ton. The lime cake is given to the farmers gratis.-Inte1'state
Grocer.
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Mr. "V. S. HeLd, who is admitted to be one of the most
prosperous and enterprising orange growers in the State, and
who is ,vell known to nearly all of our orange growers through
his connection with the Florida State Horticultural Society,
of which he was recently secretary, tells the readers of the
Chicago Farm, Field and Fireside of his early trials and ulti
mate success in Florida. Instead of devoting bis entire time
to the orange business, Mr. Hart wisely diversified his labors
and secured money from the sale of honey to carryon his
orange business. In his letter, he says: "1 came to this
State nineteen years ago a poor boy. During the first three
years misfortunes crowded fast upon me; at the end of that
time I was $245 in deht and ill possession of two swarms
of bees.

"By hard work, bard study and the help of my bees, I paid
the last dollar lowed, and then for the first time set out a
few orange trees on my own lane1. Since then 1 have prospered
beyond my most sanguine expectations. I have at the present
time 116 eolonies of bees, and my honey crop to date for the
present year is sixteen and one-half tons, and will be in
creased by some tons more before the present flow ceases.
Have also taken ahout 200 pounds of wax. I expect to show a
remarkable record by August 10, when the present flow of
honey will have ceased.

"A colony kept on scales and weighed each day has already
given me 510 pounds without any special care or nursing
whatever. I think the aggregate honey crop in this im
mediate neighborhood this season will go over 100 tons.

"'1'hi8 is the best season we have known here, yet I have

.JAN., 1895.]
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'!'he rcmarkablc featurcs in the ycar's 1'('('01'<1 arc: bt, a mean tcmpcraturc
throughout thc ycar about onc degree below the normal; 2d, unusual prevalcnce
of cloud, evcn in the summor months; Bd, unnsnally hcavy rains during thc wet
scason, with unusual drought in thc Rummcr. No such IJeriod of dronght has
bcen expcrienccll sinee 1878.
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before made an average of 235 pounds pel' colony and for
several years in succession did not go below 135 pounds
average weight through the apiary for a single season.

"In my seventeen years of beekeeping in this 8tate I have
never fa,iled to make it pay except during two seasons, and
even then expenses were nearly met.

"As stated before, I have prospered, and now, besides having
probably the best beekeeping outfit in the State, I have
several as fine orange groves as can be found, and considerable
first-class real e::;tate besides. I give these facts merely to
show what can be done by strict ~Lttention to business.

"In good locations, the average natural increase is fro111
one to three, if one-story eight-framed hives are used, and 150
pounds of honey. They often do much better than this. I
have known one colony to increase natl1l'ally to nine strong
ones in one season, and give considerable surplus honey
besides. I use the ten-franled Langstroth hive, keeping the
second story on the year around, and am seldom bothered by
swarming.-Floi'ida Ag.
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